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Abstract
Eventual consistency is a more natural model than strong consis-
tency for a distributed system, since it is closer to the underlying
physical reality. Therefore, we propose that it is important to find a
programming model that is both congenial to developers and sup-
ports eventual consistency. In particular, we consider that a crucial
test for such a model is that it should support edge computation in a
both natural and secure way. We present a preliminary work report
with an initial solution, called Lasp, which resembles a concurrent
functional language while naturally supporting an eventually con-
sistent coordination-free distribution model.
1. Introduction
Many of today’s mobile applications and sensor networks are be-
ing built using a traditional client-server model, which places the
data center at the center of computation. In this model, clients gen-
erate data at the edge, usually a set of immutable events, that is
then transmitted to a data center for processing by an application
provider. In the event that clients are disconnected and unable to
transmit this data, two approaches have been used in practice: gen-
erated events can be buffered and transmitted once connectivity is
restored or the client can prohibit the generation of events at the
device by restricting application use.
This design is desirable to application developers because it
pairs a familiar programming paradigm with an efficient system for
executing computations. This allows developers to compute with
data that is centrally located, eliminating the inherent complexity
required for computations that occur across a dynamic number of
occasionally disconnected clients with varying network latencies.
While widely deployed in practice, this design is inherently
limited as a result of both the limited storage and power capacity on
edge devices. In an ideal design, clients can operate with replicated,
shared state and perform local computations: this design results in
less overhead in state transmission and allows devices to make local
decisions while disconnected from the network.
As an example, consider the case of an edge device responsible
for monitoring the temperature of a refrigerator in a hospital. One
type of event this device might generate is an alert if the tempera-
ture becomes too warm. While it is possible to buffer these events
while the device is disconnected, it is preferable to enable the de-
vice to make local decisions for the sake of timeliness.
2. “Building On Quicksand”
When moving to a model of computation with replicated, shared
state, practitioners have typically treated a database as the “source
of truth” for its data. In this model, clients ask for a copy of some
state, perform local mutations on that state, and then attempt to
write this updated state back to the server.
When there are multiple clients in the system, read and write
operations are interleaved amongst the clients. As a result of this ,
multiple clients can attempt to concurrently modify the same state.
In a centralized approach with a single server, this is traditionally
handled by a transaction protocol that only allows one of the con-
current operations to succeed.
However, when we move to a model where there are multiple
replicas of some shared state, typically to reduce latency and in-
crease fault-tolerance, it becomes increasingly difficult to enforce
a total order without reducing availability of the system. [3] Put in
other words, to enforce a total order over concurrent modifications
to replicated, shared state, synchronization is required for opera-
tion to complete; in the event that some nodes are not reachable
due to network connectivity problems, the system can no longer
make progress. This issue is exacerbated as mobile and sensor net-
work applications are deployed given periods without connectivity
may cause more operations to appear as if they were concurrent.
As an alternative, several “eventually consistent” database sys-
tems have been developed. These systems typically offer weaker
consistency guarantees and strive for high-availability and fault-
tolerance. Arguably the most famous of these systems, Amazon’s
Dynamo, only guaranteed that all updates would eventually be de-
livered to all replicas; without any ordering guarantees for events
in the system, some concurrent modifications performed at differ-
ent replicas would ultimately conflict and need to be resolved by
the application developer. [2]
3. “Single System Illusion”
We posit that the “eventually consistent” view of the world is more
compatible with these new types of applications, and more cor-
rectly models interactions between entities in the physical world.
For example, we can imagine a design where clients own the
canonical copy of their data: this is an inversion of the traditional
database model. This data is locally mutated by clients and shared
to other clients in the system: when other clients in this system
mutate this state, this is represented as new data that is causally
related to the original data; under concurrent modifications, these
changes should be mergeable. This data is disseminated in a peer-
to-peer manner instead of synchronizing with a centralized server.
Computations, or instructions for deriving a value from this
data, can also be disseminated between members of the system.
Computations reflect the completeness of their inputs: as more in-
formation, and more up-to-date information is provided, these com-
putations should be able to be incrementally maintained. Therefore,
computations reflect derived data based on a partial view of the
system. It is important to note that this derived data can be dissem-
inated without necessarily also supplying the source information:
for instance, you might know that the Earth travels around the Sun
without knowing why.
Computations additionally compute causality, or a notion of
provenance. [4, 12] The result of a computation contains a record
of the inputs that produced an output. This allows the results of
computations to be partially ordered, comparable, and mergeable.
Given computations are first class, they themselves can be causally
related to other computations.
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4. “On The Road To Find Out”
We previously proposed an initial solution to the problem of large-
scale distributed programming with minimal coordination, named
Lasp. [9] Lasp uses declarative, functional programming tech-
niques to deterministically compose Conflict-Free Replicated Data
Types (CRDTs), which model sequential data structures that when
distributed, guarantee convergence under concurrent mutations and
out-of-order message delivery. This gives applications developed
in Lasp a strong convergence property: given replicated state that
is concurrently edited and eventually communicated to every node
in a distributed system regardless of ordering, distributed applica-
tions will converge to the correct result. [11] Lasp’s epidemic-based
distributed runtime complements this model well: we can take ad-
vantage of an optimized dissemination protocol with no guarantees
on message ordering when the programming model is tolerant to
message reordering and replay. [10] However, while Lasp provides
the basic building blocks for building distributed, convergent com-
putations, there are still fundamental problems to solve.
One problem is causality. Causality is necessary for the incre-
mental maintenance and mergeability of computation results. For
example, if we have a replicated, shared set and we compute some
function over that set, how can we efficiently represent the input to
the computation in the output: this allows us to ensure results can
be incrementally maintained and merged with replicated copies of
the same computation as the inputs to the computation change over
time. Lasp currently provides this functionality for a limited set of
functional and set-theoretic operations over CRDTs. However, the
question remains as to whether these mechanisms can be extended
to arbitrary higher-order programming.
Another problem is security. If we move all computation to the
edge, how can we write distributed computations where each mem-
ber of the system can incrementally contribute to a final result in a
way where the individual user’s values are not exposed? Return-
ing to the causality example in the previous paragraph, how can
we securely compare causality information to determine if values
are stale? Given the semilattice properties of CRDTs, we wonder
if there is a way to leverage order-preserving encryption: in our re-
frigerator example, is there a way where individual units could alert
on temperature conditions securely, without exposing their actual
temperatures to other units in the system. [6]
Finally, the problem of expressiveness. In this model, if we can
make very few guarantees on when, and in what order, events will
be seen by all members of the system, does this restrict the space of
possible programs that can be expressed within this model? In what
ways do the requirements of CRDTs, because data structures must
be associative, commutative, and idempotent, restrict what types of
abstractions a user can build within this programming model?
5. Related Work
Applications today that perform data processing from devices at the
edge use a MapReduce-style programming model over immutable
data [1] and subsequent optimizations for efficient, fault-tolerant
processing over streams. [12] These solutions are appealing to the
application developer: they present systems for performing efficient
computation in a now-familiar programming paradigm.
Alternative techniques have been presented by academia that
focus on moving computation to the edge to alleviate the need for
transmission of the entire data set. Directed [5] and digest [13] dif-
fusion presented efficient, fault-tolerant approaches for dissemina-
tion of computations and their results. However, these systems do
not expose a general programming model.
Declarative approaches such as Tiny AGgregation, [8] have
been proposed for data collection and aggregation across sensor
networks. However, these approaches have presented abstractions
that are not for general programming as they are specific to the
details of aggregation in sensor networks. Finally, declarative ap-
proaches [7] have also been proposed for computation in large-
scale peer-to-peer systems where clients own their own data. How-
ever, in an effort to make their language Turing complete, they re-
lied on the programmer explicitly encoding the details around how
statements would be evaluated, to ensure termination.
6. Conclusion
As we move towards application designs that operate over a large
amount of client generated data in a privacy-conscious world, is it
possible to define a natural way of computing securely at the edge?
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